
Focus: Wear Sustainably - Slow Fashion Show 2ed edition During SFW Brings 
Together Slow Fashion & Dance Performance to the Spotlight!

Blivande, Södra Hamnvägen 5, 115 41 Stockholm, Sweden

Slow Fashion Show is an international initiative which conjugates moments of reflection about the broad
topics of sustainability and slow fashion with moments of impacting communication and presentation of
new talented designers from all over the world and innovative fashion collections to the public. 

This Action aims to raise awareness among the public opinion about sustainability and to lead the fashion
industry on its way to the 2030 Agenda, the official document for sustainable development signed by the
193 countries. As well as provide access to networking, insights and support by professionals from the
fashion industry to new talented designers from different universities and give them potential
opportunities for future employment.

Slow Fashion Show designer collections are strictly evaluated by The Sustainable Committee of Slow
Fashion Show, to make sure that they respect Slow Fashion industry ideology and have the largest
number of 2030 Agenda Goals. 

FUTURE OF FASHION



Sustainable and international brands bring their collections on the SFS runway. This year Slow Fashion
Show also collaborating with institutions like: 343 Ateliér, Academy of Fine Arts and Design in Bratislava
(SK); AOTD, University of Ján Evangelista Purkyně in Ústí nad Labem (CZ); ADO, Tomáš Baťa University in
Zlín (CZ)
Sponsor: AVActivities
Partners: European Fashion Council, Slovak Fashion Council, Czech Fashion Council, Tjeckiska Centret
Stockholm, Embassy of the Czech Republic in Stockholm, Národni Komora Módy CR, Ukrainian Institute of
Sweden, Tomas Bata University, Jan Evangelista University in Usti Nad Labem, Academy of Fine Arts and
Design in Bratislava, Beauty Academy by Dashl, Zero Waste Stockholm, Matthew Nicola, Blivande. 
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Saturday, September 3, 2022 — Stockholm // A crowd of business and fashion enthusiasts came
together on Saturday to see the future of fashion with Slow Fashion Show 2022 at its second live annual
event. The iconic Frihamnstorget location, with its colourful container village, hosted shootings and a
runway. Guests were surrounded by the reused materials of the sea equipment. Between the heart of the
city centre and the bridge of calm industrial area.

The crowd cheered and appreciated the unique looks of each designer style and hailed at how they
moved on the performers as they danced and cat-walked on the runway! The audience were from
representatives of local businesses, nonprofits, educational institutions, friends and families of the
performers and models, as well as artists, musicians and students from all around Europe.

Every aspect of this initiative is completely environmentally sustainable, offsetting the environmental
impact. This is why the ZERO Waste Stockholm, partners of Slow Fashion Show and supports the
organisation's environmental process.  

foto: Tjeckiska Centret Stockholm 



The event highlighted three blocks: Ready-to-wear; Costume Design; and 
Conceptual Design where 18 designers were presented...
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Designers from AOTD UJEP:
> Elisa Neumannova showing ’SATA’ collection. Designer inspiration was pieces of Czech ancestors
female working clothing - APRON, which is abstracted in 4 outfits. Neumannova changed its basic shape
and transformed into several new silhouettes arranged on the female body.

> Alina Borodulina showing ‘We didn’t start the fire’. Designer analyse the social side of the revolution. The 
main goal of the work is to find a system that would summarise the processes taking place during the 
revolution into individual stages and point out that this is a common phenomenon to which every "new 
generation" is prone.

> Katerina Kulkova and Valeriya Kovtun showing ‘Bizarni Klauzury’. The collection Bizarni Klauzury was 
created in collaboration with Katerina Kulkova and Valeriya Kovtun. The main inspiration of this collection is
David Lachapelle, mainly in bizarreness, which he uses in his photographs. Thanks to this inspiration, the 
collection got a variety of colours and materials.

> Ema Domanicka showing ‘S laskou, Ema’. A collection of hand-knitted sweaters. Her grandma was a 
reason why Ema chose to do a collection of hand-knitted sweaters. Every one of them is different and 
special. They are oversized, made from different colours and unique in patterns. 

Bizarni Klauzury collection We didn’t start the fire collection SATA collection
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> Eliska Zemanova showing ‘Hravost’. Designer put attention on our childhood, our dreams and superheroes.
Reminding all of us that one’s we all have been children, it’s still a part of us and our memories, child heroes
will never leave us. 

> Tomas Malinak showing ‘Suit Collection’; His Suit collection inspired by the Savile Row, and partly made by
hand. The designer used careful material selection, durability and maximised efficiency with smart 
positioning of patterns to reduce waste. 

> Rozalie Zervanova showing ‘Recycling men’s suits’. In this collection, Rozalie focuses more on up-cycling
and transformation of old men’s jackets and  gives them a new life. 

 Designers from University Tomas Bata:
> Katerina Koutkova showing ‘Together again’. Her collection is connected to the pandemic situation in the
world, when we finally can meet each other again. Katerina uses unique patterns to create board games on
clothes. 

Hravost collection Recycling men’s suits collection Together again collection
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> Group project showing collection ’Fragment’. This group collection aims to represent the collective 
approach of our generation to designing clothes. Based on individual interests, the designers collection 
responds to a wide variety of topics: the contrast between a hospital bed and a ballet dancer, the “Theory of
Ruin Value”, the muscles of the human body, the poetry of Rupi Kaur, the components of one’s identity or 
the harmful effects of the socialist regime on the development of post-Soviet states.

Duong Bao Long from IMP Paris showing ‘Insect Warrior’. In this collection, tailoring meets geometry, 
collected to tradition, innovation & identity. 

Designers from the Academy of Fine Arts in Bratislava:
 > Eva Miklisova showing the collection ‘The Balance’ which focuses on reducing waste in the production
of clothing. Eva’s main goal is to reach zero waste and minimal waste patterns. The material which the
designer used has been chosen with regard to the environmental footprint and sustainability. 

> Juliana Brnakova  showing ‘Ready to function’. Juliana used textile waste from a socks company, which 
wouldn’t be used in any other way, making her collection with zero waste. 

The Balance collection Project Fragment Ready to Function collection 



During the Focus: Wear Sustainably day program, the event presented the newest sustainable fashion
ideas and projects, a new generation of Czech and Swedish designers and technologists like: Zero Waste
Stockholm, TRAN NGOC YEN, KUNTERAKT, Zil Vostalova, Mikulas Brukner and Michelle Vernier. Guests
were able to learn about the newest ethical materials, sustainable technologies, knitwear and digital
design. During the evening part, the fashion show was hosted by Oleksii Levchenko. The evening was
filled with emotion, inspiration, humour and passion. People got to experience extraordinary talent, felt
the vibrant energy and enjoyed an evening of live performance. The designer collections included
themes such as Women’s Empowerment, Pandemic, Transition, Alter Ego, Playfulness, Childhood,
Revolution, Family, and Environmental footprint. The show was presented by Veronika Ruppert, Monika
Pizurova and Oleksii Levchenko. 
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 The downtown Container village, Blivande, at Södra Hamnvägen 5 was transformed for this event, with a
lighted runway in the middle of a venue dome, the led lights were close at the edge of the runway,
guiding models through, with a 360 camera set in the middle and a posters of the Slow Fashion Show
2022 on the upper end of the container, made a warm and exciting atmosphere for the attendees. VIPs
sat in the first row and received gifts from the product sponsors. 

foto: Tjeckiska Centret Stockholm 
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Slow Fashion Show alternates public and media events. This Swedish Edition were open to the public. 
Based on an original concept, STHLM Filmskola entertainment covered a series of films focused on the Slow
Fashion Show event, and it was broadcasted via media and through different fashion journalists with many

images and videos, to make the opinion public aware. 
 

Photography professionals such as Daniel Kaspar and his team gave a fundamental contribution to the 
show, combining models, dresses and location in the little work of art. 

 
The event Focus: Wear Sustainably was organised by non-profit Czech Centre Stockholm, Slow Fashion 
Show, Slow Fashion World, Monika Pizur, Badlaza, Zero Waste Stockholm and the Embassy of the Czech 

Republic in Stockholm.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More information can be found at: https://sfs.monikapizur.com/ 
Contact: https://sfs.monikapizur.com/contact/

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9o9pJ8RAI4 
Instagram: @Slow.Fashion.Show (https://www.instagram.com/slow.fashion.show/)

 
 
 
 

foto: Tjeckiska Centret Stockholm 
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